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Background 

 Harmonic Serialism (HS) is a version of OT with a Gen → 

Eval → Gen → … loop (Prince & Smolensky, McCarthy). 

 HS’s Gen, unlike parallel OT’s, is limited to making one 

change at a time. 

 Candidates derived by all single changes compete. 

 Winner goes back into Gen. 

 This process continues until convergence, when output = 

input. 

 E.g., Gen(ktub) = {ktub, uktub, kutub, tub, ktu, …} 

          Gen(uktub) = {uktub, ʔuktub, ktub, uktu, …} 

          Gen(ʔuktub) = {ʔuktub, uktub, ʔuktu, …} 

 Architectural imperative of HS: harmony improves 

monotonically through derivation (relative to H). 
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Research Problem and (Ultimate) Goal 

 Properties of Gen in parallel OT are not usually deemed to be 

of much interest, except for correspondence theory and 

representational universals (e.g., Ft > σ in prosodic 

hierarchy). 

 Not so in HS. Much depends on what “one change” is — in 

other words, how is Gen defined. 

 In today’s talk, I will: 

o Explain why the “one change” question is important, and 
how it can be studied. 

o Scrutinize some particularly challenging cases where it 

looks like one change is really two (“irreducible 

parallelism”). 

 The discussion will rely on certain recurrent themes of HS:  
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Recurrent Themes 

 No look-ahead: Selection of intermediate optima can’t refer to 
potential for later improvements. Decisions are made locally, 

based on information available at that point in the derivation. 

 Continuous availability of operations: Gen’s operations are 
not limited to specific derivational steps. They are always 

freely available. 

 Emergence of temporary ill-formedness: Violations of 

markedness constraints, even surface-true ones, may be 

introduced in the course of the derivation and later eliminated. 

 Corollary: Apparent non-monotonicity of harmonic 
improvement: HS architecture guarantees monotonic harmonic 

improvement through derivation, but it might not always look 

that way. 

 Corollary: Revelation of ill-formedness. A structure’s ill-
formedness may be disclosed in the course of a derivation, as 

other structure is built 
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Stating the Question 

 Assume Gen has certain primitive operations: insert, delete, 

associate, … (perhaps like Archangeli & Pulleyblank’s 

parametric rule theory). 

 Simplest hypothesis: “one change” = a single application of 
one primitive operation. 

o Gen(x) = {x, op1(x), op2(x), …} (opn(x) = result of 

applying the primitive operation opn at some locus in x.) 

 Question: Does simplest hypothesis suffice? Does Gen ever 

include candidates like this? 

o Gen(x) = {…, opk(opj(x)), …}  

 Question: If simplest hypothesis doesn’t suffice, are there 
principled limits on combining primitive operations?  

 Terminology: “Parallel” even if sequential Gen-internally. 
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Irreducible Parallelism 

 How can we infer that certain primitive operations must be 

allowed to apply in parallel? 

 More concretely: 
o I → O mapping is observed, where O = op2(op1(I)). 
o Is M = op1(I) a necessary intermediate step I → M → O?  
o Or must op1 and op2 apply in parallel, skipping M?  

 A priori, I → M → O is preferable because it implies a 
simpler Gen. 

 But I → O may be unavoidable if rankings required for I → 
M and M → O mappings are inconsistent with each other, rest 

of language, or UG. In that case, op1 and op2 are irreducibly 
parallel. (Putative examples later.) 

 Irreducible parallelism responds to the threat of typological 

undergeneration: I → O mapping needs an analysis. 
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Desirable Serialism 

 Arguments for HS over parallel OT are based on avoiding 

typological overgeneration:  
o I → O mapping is never observed, where O = op2(op1(I)). 
o Suppose ranking permutation predicts this mapping in 

parallel OT. This is typological overgeneration. 

 Desirable serialism: 
o Suppose HS mandates intermediate M = op1(I) because 

op1 and op2 are not allowed to apply in parallel in Gen. 

 If rankings required for I → M and M → O mappings are 
inconsistent with each other, rest of language, or UG, then HS 

correctly predicts impossibility of unobserved I → O 

mapping. 

 This is desirable serialism: desirable because it avoids 

typological overgeneration. 
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Desirable Serialism Exemplified (Jesney) 

 Positional faithfulness wrongly predicts modification of 

position to facilitate neutralization (Noyer). E.g., initial stress 

except when first vowel is reducible and second isn’t:  
/bedu/ → ˈbedu  /kaza/ → ˈkazə  but /patu/ → pəˈtu 

  IDˈσ(low) HEAD(Wd) *LOW ALIGN- 

L(ˈσ) 

ID(low) 

→ ˈkazə   1  1 

 kəˈza   1 1 W 1 

 ˈkaza   2 W  L 

 ˈkəza 1 W  1  1 

 ˈkəzə 1 W  L  2 W 

 kəzə  1 W L  2 W 

→ pəˈtu    1 1 

 ˈpatu   1 W L L 

 ˈpətu 1 W   L 1 

 pətu  1 W   1 
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 Problem arises because stress assignment and vowel reduction 

can vary together across candidates. This is standard for 

parallel OT. 

 Now assume that stress assignment and vowel reduction are 

separate operations that cannot apply in parallel in HS. So 

candidates can vary in stress location or reduction, but not 

both: GenHS(/patu/) = {patu, ˈpatu, paˈtu, pətu} 

 Winner at Step 1 is ˈpatu: 
  IDˈσ(low) HEAD(Wd) *LOW AL-L(ˈσ) ID(low) 

→ ˈpatu   1   

 pətu  1 W L  1 W 

 patu  1 W 1   

 paˈtu   1 1 W  

  Derivation converges on ˈpatu at Step 2. Problematic pəˈtu is 

never even a candidate.  

 This is desirable serialism: typological overgeneration is 

avoided if reduction and stress can’t apply in parallel. 
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Further Claims About Desirable Serialism 

 Disparate processes 

o Stress and segmental processes (Jesney, Staubs) 

o Syllabification and segmental processes (Jesney) 

o Prosodic parsing and epenthesis (Moore-Cantwell) 

 Same process (iteration, multiple application): 

o Syllabification (Elfner, Pater) 

o Metrical foot assignment (Pruitt) 

o Deletion of segments and features (McCarthy) 

o Metathesis (McCarthy) 

o Autosegmental spreading (McCarthy) 

o Epenthesis (Kimper)  

 Derivational evidence 

o Stress and syncope (McCarthy) 

o Stress and epenthesis (Elfner) 

o Mora insertion and segmental deletion (Torres-Tamarit) 
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The Challenge 

 HS research program depends on defining Gen thus: 

o Gen must accommodate observed cases of irreducible 

parallelism (to avoid undergeneration). 

o Gen should accommodate claims about desirable serialism 

(to avoid overgeneration). 

o Departures from total serialism — that is, primitive 

operations that are irreducibly parallel — should be 

principled — if they exist at all. 

 Contrived, expendient, or free-ranging parallelism threatens 

HS research program by undermining desirable serialism and 

ultimately blurring line between HS and parallel OT. 

 We’ll now examine some phenomena that look like 

irreducible parallelism but turn out not to be. 
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Cross-Level Interactions 

 From McCarthy, Pater, & Pruitt (to appear). 

 Cross-level interaction (CLI): Markedness constraints on 

higher-level structure demand change in lower level: 
o Latin “iambic” shortening: /amoː/ → (ˈamo), with 

preference for LL over LH trochees forcing shortening and 

FOOT-BINARITY overriding extrametricality (Mester). 
o Hixkaryana “unstressable word syndrome” (Hayes): /kana/ 

→ (ˈkaː)na, with HEAD(PrWd) and FT-BIN forcing 

otherwise impossible (ˈCVː) foot. 

 CLIs are evidence against a particular kind of serialism, called 

“bottom-up constructionism” (BUC) by P&S: derivations are 

strictly bottom up, with no revision of earlier structure: 
o Underlying    amoː  kana 
o Shortening/lengthening Not motivated 
o Footing     (ˈamoː)  (ˈka)na 
o Shortening/lengthening Not available  
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CLIs and Parallelism 

 Parallel OT avoids the BUC problem by evaluating effects of 

footing and shortening/lengthening together, in parallel: 

 /kana/ HEAD(Wd) NON-FIN(ft) FT-BIN DEP(µ) Operations 

→ (ˈkaː)na    1 
Footing, 

 lengthening 

 kana 1 W   L None 

 (ˈkana)  1 W  L Footing 

 (ˈka)na   1 W L Footing 

 kaːna 1 W   1 Lengthening 

 Under BUC, footing and shortening/lengthening have to be 

done in parallel because they can’t be done serially 
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CLIs and Harmonic Serialism 

 HS isn’t BUC. All single operations are available at every step 

of the derivation, top-down as well as bottom-up: 

 Step 1 HEAD(Wd) NON-FIN(ft) FT-BIN DEP(µ) Operations 

→ (ˈka)na   1 W  Footing 

 kana 1 W    None 

 (ˈkana)  1 W   Footing 

 kaːna 1 W   1 W Lengthening 

 

 Step 2 HEAD(Wd) NON-FIN(ft) FT-BIN DEP(µ) Operations 

→ (ˈkaː)na    1 Lengthening 

 (ˈka)na   1 W L None 

 (ˈka)(ˈna)  1 W 2 W L Footing 

Step 3 — convergence. 

Conclusion: Lengthening/shortening and footing are not 

irreducibly parallel. 
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Desirable Serialism 

 Hixkaryana does not use /…CV…/ → …(ˈCVː)… mapping to 

better satisfy PARSE-SYLLABLE: 

o /aʧowowo) → (aˈʧoː)wowo, *(aˈʧoː)(ˈwoː)wo 

 In HS analysis, this is straightforward: FT-BIN >> PARSE-

SYLL, so (ˈwo) loses at intermediate step and (ˈwoː) is never 

even a candidate. 

 In parallel analysis, that solution isn’t available because (ˈwoː) 
satisfies FT-BIN. More ad hoc measures must be adopted, such 

as atypical constraint on iambs (Kager textbook).  
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Discussion 

 Irreducible parallelism -- No. Foot parsing and mora 

deletion/insertion are not irreducibly parallel. They can apply 

serially. 

 Desirable serialism. A case can be made that foot parsing and 

mora deletion/insertion not only aren’t necessarily parallel but 

should be serial. 

 Full availability of structural operations. HS is not BUC. Mora 

deletion/insertion operations remain available even after feet 

are built. 

 Emergence of temporary ill-formedness. Hixkaryana has no 

surface (ˈCV) feet, but they may emerge in the course of the 

derivation, only to be eliminated later. (Likewise Latin 

(ˈamoː).) 
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 Apparent non-monotonicity of harmonic improvement. 
Harmony in fact improves monotonically, relative to the 

constraint hierarchy where HEAD(word) and NON-

FINALITY(foot) dominate FOOT-BINARITY.  

 No look-ahead. Although the (ˈCV) foot is eventually brought 

into conformity with FOOT-BINARITY, look-ahead is 

unnecessary. The ranking FOOT-BINARITY >> DEP(µ) takes 

care of things at Step 2.  
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Tongan 

 In Tongan, long vowels are parsed heterosyllabically to ensure 

right-aligned (ˈLL) trochee (Churchward, Poser):  

o mo(ˈheŋa)   koto(ˈkoː)  hu(ˈufi) 

 This is a CLI. In parallel OT, foot parsing and syllabification 

are optimized in parallel (P&S): 

 /kotoko:/ ALIGN-R(ft) ONSET 

→ ko.to.(ˈkoː)   

 ko.to.(ˈko.o)  1 W 

 

 /hu:fi/ ALIGN-R(ft) ONSET 

→ hu.(ˈu.fi)  1 

 (ˈhu:).fi 1W L 
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HS Analysis (Elsman) 

 WEIGHT-TO-STRESS (WTS) forces V.V syllabification prior to 

stress assignment: 

 Step 1 WTS ONSET 

→ ko.to.ko.o  1 

 ko.to.koː 1 W L 

 

 Step 1 WTS ONSET 

→ hu.u.fi  1 

 huː.fi 1 W L 

 

 Stress is assigned at Step 2: ko.to.(ˈko.o), hu.(ˈu.fi) 
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 At Step 3, (ˈko.o) can now fuse without violating WTS: 

 Step 3 WTS ONSET 

→ ko.to.(ˈkoː)  1 

 ko.to.(ˈko.o)  L 

 

 No fusion for hu.(ˈu.fi) at Step 3, however: 

o *(ˈhuː.fi) is out because of uneven trochee. 

o *(ˈhuː.).fi isn’t even a candidate, because it has 
restructured syllable and foot together, in parallel. 

 

Remark: Hard to know what to make of syllable fusion operation. 

Connected with claims about OCP (Levin [Blevins]). But point 

stands that syllabification and footing needn’t occur in parallel. 
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Discussion 

 Irreducible parallelism. Foot parsing and syllabification are 

not irreducibly parallel. This is consistent with results about 

foot parsing and mora operations. 

 Full availability of structural operations. Again, HS is not 

BUC. Syllabification can be changed even after feet are built. 

 Emergence of temporary ill-formedness, apparent non-
monotonicity of harmonic improvement. In the course of the 

derivation, koto(ˈkoː) violates ONSET only to obey it later. 

P&S note that Poser’s similar analysis must start with marked 

ONSET-violating syllable syllabification. Elsman’s insight is 

that it’s not marked, because WTS dominates ONSET. 

 Revelation of ill-formedness. Assignment of stress in effect 

reveals ko.to.(ˈko.o)’s ill-formedness, which necessitates 

syllable fusion. 
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Faithfulness Effects on Structure 
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Metrical Parsing in Shipibo 

 Disyllabic feet left to right. 

 Underlying weight of odd-even pair determines trochee/iamb 

choice: 

o Trochee: 

 LL → (ˈLL): /CVCVCVCV…/ → (ˈCVCV)(ˈCVCV)… 

 HL → (ˈLL): /CVCVCVːCV…/ → (ˈCVCV)(ˈCVCV)… 

o Iamb: 

 LH → (LˈH): /CVCVCVCVː…/ → (ˈCVCV)(CVˈCVː)… 

 HH → (LˈH): /CVCVCVːCVː…/ → (ˈCVCV)(CVˈCVː)… 

 Thanks to Minta Elsman for pointing out relevance of 

Shipibo. 
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Parallel OT Analysis (Ulloa) 

 GROUPING HARMONY (GH – Prince) favors (ˈLL) trochees and 

(LˈH) iambs.  

 Trochaic rhythm is the default (TROCH >> IAMB). 

 Faithfulness favors iambic parse of LH and HH because 

MAX(µ) >> TROCH: 

o LH → (LˈH), *(ˈLL) avoids any MAX(µ) violation 

o HH → (LˈH), *(ˈLL) avoids one MAX(µ) violation. 

 /…LL/ case: 

 …CVCV GH MAX(µ) TROCH IAMB 

→ ...(ˈCVCV)    1 

 ...(CVˈCV)   1 W L 
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 /…HL/ case: 

 …CVːCV GH MAX(µ) TROCH IAMB 

→ ...(ˈCVCV)  1  1 

 ...(ˈCVːCV) 1 W L  1 

 /…LH/ case: 

 …CVCVː GH MAX(µ) TROCH IAMB 

→ ...(CVˈCVː)   1  

 ...(ˈCVCV)  1 W L 1 W 

 ...(ˈCVCVː) 1 W  L 1 W 
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 /…HH/ case: 

 …CVːCVː GH MAX(µ) TROCH IAMB 

→ ...(CVˈCVː)  1 1  

 ...(ˈCVCV)  2 W L 1 W 

 ...(CVːˈCVː) 1 W L 1  

 ...(ˈCVːCVː) 1 W L L 1 W 
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Discussion 

 Ulloa’s analysis depends on evaluating results of foot parsing 

and vowel shortening together, in parallel. 

 Irreducible parallelism? It could not be reproduced in HS 

unless parsing and shortening operations were irreducibly 

parallel.  

 General result of no look-ahead in HS: 

o Only the immediate faithfulness consequences of an 

operation can affect its applicability in winning candidate. 

o Thus, MAX(µ) can affect shortening, but not foot parsing. 

 Pruitt: This is desirable serialism.  It rules out non-local 

interactions between foot parsing and shortening. E.g., 

o L→R trochees: (ˈLL)(ˈLL)L. 

o HLeven no shortening: (ˈH)(ˈLL)(ˈLL) 

o HLodd shortens for PARSE-SYLL: (ˈLL)(ˈLL) ≻ (ˈH)(ˈLL)L 
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HS Analysis 

 Trochee/iamb choice can be determined by markedness, pre-

shortening ---  faithfulness isn’t the only option. 

o (XH) parsed iambically. 

o (XL) parsed trochaically. 

 Assume some markedness constraint  “*(ˈXH)”. 

 Then interesting derivations proceed as follows: 

 /…HL/ case (after parsing initial CVCV at Step 1): 

 Step 2 PARSE-SYLL *(ˈXH) GH MAX(µ) TROCH IAMB 

→ ...(ˈCVːCV)   1   1 

 ...(CVːˈCV)   1  1 W L 

 ...CVːCV 2 W  L   L 

 ...CVCV 2 W  L 1 W  L 
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 Step 3 PARSE-SYLL *(ˈXH) GH MAX(µ) TROCH IAMB 

→ ...(ˈCVCV)    1  1 

 ...(ˈCVːCV)   1 W L  1 
 

 /…HH/ case: 

 Step 2 PARSE-SYLL *(ˈXH) GH MAX(µ) TROCH IAMB 

→ ...(CVːˈCVː)   1  1  

 ...(ˈCVːCVː)  1 W 1  L 1 W 

 ...CVːCV 2 W  L 1 W L  

 

 Step 3 PARSE-SYLL *(ˈXH) GH MAX(µ) TROCH IAMB 

→ ...(CVˈCVː)    1 1  

 ...(CVːˈCVː)   1 W L 1  
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Further Detail 

 CVC syllables are heavy exactly where CVː is permitted (i.e., 

stressed position of iambic foot). 

 Elsman: This seems to require irreducible parallelism of foot 

parsing and insertion of weight-by-position moras. More 

generally, must foot parsing and foot-form optimization occur 

in parallel? 

 Serial alternative: WEIGHT-BY-POSITION >> PARSE-

SYLLABLE. At point of foot parsing, all CVC are heavy. Same 

ranking that produces shortening of CVː also produces de-

weighting of CVC. (MAX(µ) violated in both cases.). 

 This is revelation of ill-formedness — violations of GH 

emerge when feet are created. 
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Resyllabification 
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Resyllabification 

 Claim (McCarthy): Resyllabification has to be able to apply in 

parallel with other operations. 

 Argument comes from syncope in “two-sided open syllable” 
— i.e., VC___CV context. 
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Syncope in Two-Sided Open Syllable 

 Syncope cannot create CCC clusters: 
o /patika/ → pat.ka 
o /paktika/ → paktika  /pakitka/ → pakitka 

 Standard analysis: syncope is blocked from creating 

unsyllabifiable consonants: 

 /patika/ *COMPLEX PARSE-SEG “SYNCOPE” MAX 

→ pat.ka    1 

 pa.ti.ka   1 W L 

 

 /paktika/ *COMPLEX PARSE-SEG “SYNCOPE” MAX 

→ pak.ti.ka   1  

 pakt.ka 1 W  L 1 W 

 pak.t.ka  1 W L 1 W 
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 Irreducible parallelism? This analysis requires evaluating the 

consequences of syncope and resyllabification together, in 

parallel. 

 If syncope and syllabification do not apply in parallel, 

derivation must proceed …→ pa.ti.ka → pa.t.ka → pat.ka. 

 But then why not …→ pak.ti.ka → *pak.t.ka?  

 No look-ahead: HS can’t look ahead to impossibility of 

resyllabifying *pak.t.ka.  

 So derivation must proceed …→ pa.ti.ka → pat.ka, with 

syncope and syllabification operations applying in parallel. 

 Rationale offered (McCarthy):  
o Syllabification is non-contrastive. 
o Hence, (re)syllabification doesn’t violate faithfulness. 
o Processes that don’t violate faithfulness are “free” – they 

can apply in parallel with processes that do (e.g. syncope). 
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Discussion 

 Claim about syllabification is problematic: 

o There are arguments that syllabification can’t even apply 
in parallel with itself (Elfner, Pater). 

o Elsman: syllabification and footing aren’t irreducibly 

parallel in Tongan. 

o Desirable serialism: HS solution to positional faithfulness 

problem requires serial syllabification and segmental 

processes: 

 Parallel OT makes wrong prediction (Noyer) 

 /bada/ PARSE-

SEG 

IDOns(voice) *VOICE ID(voice) ONSET 

→ bat.a   1 1 1 

 ba.da   2 W L L 

 ba.ta  1 W 1 1 L 

 pat.a  1 W L 2 W 1 

 pata 4 W  L 2 W  
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 HS makes correct prediction (Jesney), if syllabification and 

devoicing aren’t parallel: 

 Step 1 PARSE-

SEG 

IDOns(voice) *VOICE ID(voice) ONSET 

→ ba.da   2   

 bata 4 W  1 L 1 W  

 pada 4 W  1 L 1 W  

 bad.a   2  1 W 

 

 Step 2 
(convergence) 

PARSE-

SEG 

IDOns(voice) *VOICE ID(voice) ONSET 

→ ba.da   2   

 ba.ta  1 W 1 L 1 W  
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Discussion (continued) 

 Claim about rationale is also problematic: 

o Pruitt: Footing doesn’t violate faithfulness, but it can’t 
apply in parallel with itself or other processes. 

o Faithfulness to derived syllabification. 
o Elfner: Contrastive syllabification in Blackfoot. 

 There are other ways of analyzing two-sided open syllable 

syncope. 
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Some Alternatives 

 Non-syllable-based phonotactics (Steriade): 
o In patka, t is licensed by VC transition cues. 
o In paktka, t is unlicensed by VC transition cues. 

 /patika/ LIC-BY-CUE “SYNCOPE” MAX 

→ patka   1 

 patika  1 W L 

 

 /paktika/ LIC-BY-CUE “SYNCOPE” MAX 

→ paktika  1  

 paktka 1 W L 1 W 

o Resyllabification is irrelevant. 
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 Onset/stress relation: 
o Aranda: stress skips initial onsetless syllable. 
o English (Kahn, Selkirk): onsets are attracted out of medial 

unstressed syllables (as shown by flapping): caɾ.a.pult, 
cap.iɾ.al. 

o If weak syllables avoid onsets, and if syncope is a 

response to weakness, then derivation could be: 
pa.ti.ka → pat.i.ka → pat.ka 

with harmonically improving resyllabification before 

syncope. 

 Again, there’s no compelling case for irreducible parallelism.  
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Discussion 

 No look-ahead in HS seems to cause difficulties for analysis 

of two-sided open syllable syncope: decision about whether to 

syncopate depends on knowing consequences of 

resyllabification. 

 This observation led McCarthy to propose that faithful 

operations are irreducibly parallel with unfaithful ones. 

 But this claim is problematic, undermining cases of desirable 

serialism.  

 It is moreover unnecessary: there are other ways of analyzing 

two-sided open syllable syncope that do not require 

resyllabification. 

 The Licensing-by-Cue alternative suggests a general analytic 

strategy: if full sequelae of an operation aren’t immediately 

known but are relevant to evaluation, look for a proxy — e.g., 

string-based rather than structure-based phonotactics. 
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Iterative Processes 
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Process Iteration in HS 

 In rule-based phonology: 

o Simultaneous application (SPE, Anderson): Process 

applies to all eligible loci at once, in parallel. 

o Iterative application (Howard, Johnson, …): Process 
applies to some locus, then another, serially. 

 Parallel OT has simultaneous application: all feet parsed at 

once; all spreading targets affected at once; etc. 

 In HS, Gen can be defined to require iterative application: feet 

parsed one at a time; spreading affects one segment/syllable at 

a time; etc. 
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Desirable Serialism 

 Pruitt: Iterative foot parsing avoids unwanted prediction of 

non-local effects on quantity (mentioned previously). 

 McCarthy, Wilson: Iterative spreading accounts for myopia in 

harmony. 

 Myopia: Feature will spread toward a target (e.g., peripheral 

or stressed syllable) even if blocked from reaching it. 

Blocking never entails complete failure (‘no sour grapes’). 

 Myopia follows from no look-ahead property of HS, if 

spreading is iterative. Iterative local spreading toward non-

local target must be done with gradient constraints (e.g., 

ALIGN), which favor partial spreading. 
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Non-Myopic Spreading in Central Veneto 

 Walker:  

o High suffix raises preceding ˈe, ˈo: kalˈseto/kalˈsiti, 
ˈmovo/ˈmuvi. 

o In proparoxytones, unstressed penult e, o affected too: 

/ˈorden-i/ → ˈurdini. 
o But not if antepenult isn’t a legitimate target: /ˈangol-i/ → 

ˈangoli, *ˈanguli. 
o Spreading also blocked by non-targetable penult: /laˈvorav-

i/ → laˈvoravi, *laˈvuravi. 

 Conclusions:  

o Harmony is not myopic.  

o Effects of spreading to both syllables in /ˈorden-i/ and 

/ˈangol-i/ need to be evaluated together, in parallel. 

o Tableaux on next slide: 
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 /ˈorden-i/ ID(low) LOCALITY LIC-HIGH ID(high) 

→ ˈurdini    2 

 ˈurdeni  1 W  1 L 

 ˈordeni   1 W L 

 

 /ˈangol-i/ ID(low) LOCALITY LIC-HIGH ID(high) 

→ ˈangoli   1  

 ˈanguli   1 1 W 

 ˈinguli 1 W  L 2 W 

 

 /laˈvorav-i/ ID(low) LOCALITY LIC-HIGH ID(high) 

→ laˈvoravi   1  

 laˈvuravi  1 W L 1 W 
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Reanalysis (Kimper) 

 Emergence of temporary ill-formedness: HS derivation is 

/ˈorden-i/ → ˈurdeni → ˈurdini, with skipping at intermediate 

step. No-skipping requirement is violated in course of 

derivation, though obeyed in surface forms: 

 Step 1 ID(low) *SKIP(low) LIC-HIGH *SKIP(mid) ID(high) 

→ ˈurdeni    1 1 

 ˈordeni   1 W L L 

 

 Step 2 ID(low) *SKIP(low) LIC-HIGH *SKIP(mid) ID(high) 

→ ˈurdini     1 

 ˈurdeni    1 W L 
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 Step 1 ID(low) *SKIP(low) LIC-HIGH *SKIP(mid) ID(high) 

→ ˈangoli   1   

 ˈanguli   1  1 W 

 ˈinguli 1 W  L  1 W 

 

 Step 1 ID(low) *SKIP(low) LIC-HIGH *SKIP(mid) ID(high) 

→ laˈvoravi   1   

 laˈvuravi  1 W L  1 W 

 laˈvorivi 1 W  1  1 W 
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Substantive Difference 

 Parallel analysis: laˈvoravi, *laˈvuravi because a is not a target 

of harmony (high-ranking IDENT(low)). 

 Serial analysis: laˈvoravi, *laˈvuravi because a is not skippable 

(high-ranking *SKIP(low)). 

 Parallel analysis has undifferentiated LOCALITY. 

 Serial analysis needs differentiated *SKIP(low) and 

*SKIP(mid). 

 Kimper: typological evidence supports the differentiated no-

skipping constraints.  
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Reduplicative Overapplication 
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 Overapplication: Phonological process applies in both 

reduplicant and base, though structural description is met in 

only one of them: Chumash /k-RED-ʔaniʃ/ → kˀan-kˀaniʃ. 

 Most can be analyzed serially (Wilbur, Kiparsky, etc.), but a 

few seem to require parallelism: Malay /RED-waŋi/ → w  ŋ -
w  ŋ  (Onn, Kenstowicz, McCarthy & Prince). 

 The Malay example has been questioned on empirical grounds 

(Inkelas & Zoll, Kiparsky), and the handful of other cases 

(Axininca, Paamese, and Korean) can be reanalyzed 

(McCarthy, Kimper, & Mullin). 

 Reduplication/phonology interactions do not present a 

compelling case of irreducible parallelism. 
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 Summary 

 How serial is Harmonic Serialism? 

 Evidence from desirable serialism. 

 Reanalysis of cases of irreducible parallelism. 

 Foundation has been laid for more intensive investigation of 

Gen’s set of operations. 
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